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owTech is without a doubt one of the heavy hitters in the archery arena. They enter the market
year after year with a product line that sits on the
cutting edge of technology and performance. This pursuit of improvement has landed BowTech a large customer base. With a solid reputation for high performance
bows we have come to expect much from this bow company – so, how did they do? Did they get the job done this
year? Have they earned their reputation once more? Lets
take a look.
BowTech’s 2010 Destroyer series includes the 340
and 350 models. The name indicates the advertised top
IBO speed for that model. Destroyers show off BowTech’s
new OverDrive Binary cams, HardCore layered limbs,
FLX Guard cable containment system, multiple finish
options, InVelvet Armor Coating and String Stop.

Advanced Cam Technology
The OverDrive Binary cam system revolves around
an eccentric rod, which Bowtech calls their cam synchronization axle (CSA). This rod passes through the
center of the cam and through two fixtures seated on top
of each side of the limb where it is split to allow for the
cam. A traditional axle passes directly through the limb
sections. The most likely reason that BowTech uses this
design is the functional requirements of the CSA, however, they will also pick up benefits by eliminating the
stress points on the limb sections that would be caused
by the typical axle punching through the limb thickness.
Each end of the CSA extends significantly past the width
of the limb profile and serves two purposes. First, the
looped ends of the buss cable harness are attached at the
ends of the CSA and allow for specific tuning of the binary system through twisting or un-twisting the individual
legs. Second, the relatively wide base created by the CSA
offers greater stability and decreases the opportunity for
limb twist/cam lean.
Operationally the CSA has a different rotational axis
as compared to its geometric center giving it an eccen-

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and much of his
career has centered around the testing and evaluation of products. Now 41, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks started
writing for magazines and websites 10 years ago and since
then has done more than 500 product reviews. Manufacturers
who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often
asked him to conduct third-party testing of their prototypes.
Silk’s work has appeared on the web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow Adventure and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks have six children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.
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tric function. As the bow is drawn the CSA pulls away
and then rotates back toward the center acting as a letoff mechanism. Getting down to the details you will find
a series of grooves machined into the cam that matches
up with a key/spline on the red rotating module. Each
groove is marked with a number that corresponds to a
specific draw length. Together with two screws the
spline-groove coupling serves to tie the cam and module
together. Diving deeper into the OverDrive’s fine points
we find that the CSA and cam also have a set of matching
grooves/splines that lock them together in total dependency. A typical axle system does not control the movement of the cam to this degree and with this same precision. Now we can see that the module is locked to the
cam, which is locked to the CSA, which is in turn tied to
the tunable buss cable harness. This configuration still
results in a binary system, as it does not tie the buss
cable to an immovable object. Rather, as explained
above, the cables are tied to the cam through the CSA.

Splines on the Cam Synchronization Axle are visible in this
close-up, along with the multi-layer limb construction.
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The OverDrive system generates an 80 percent effective
let-off, houses a draw stop on each cam and is equipped
with a rotating module that offers draw lengths from 25
to 30 inches in 1/2 inch increments.
How does the OverDrive perform? Review the testing
results later in the article for an in-depth look at speed,
draw cycle, stored energy, kinetic energy, etc.
Talking Points – Cam System
(Notable bow features/characteristics to bring up
during the selling process)
This cam produces excellent speed – speed is great as
long as the bow characteristics needed to get it there
do not negatively override the benefits. The Destroyer
340 is an example of well-blended speed and shootability.
As shown on the draw cycle curve the OverDrive cams
are aggressive with relatively smooth transitions to
and from peak draw weight.
You can fit most any bowhunter on the spot with the
rotating draw length module.

·
·
·

Base of Operations
Serving in both a functional role and as a base for
other technologies the Destroyer’s riser is forged from
6061-T6 aluminum and then fully machined with a CNC
unit. The riser has a reflex geometry, which is one that
positions the limb pocket pivot points in front of (further
away from the shooter) the deepest part of the grip. This
increases the power stroke, which is the actual distance
that the archer moves the string from its resting position
to full draw. All else being equal the result is increased
speed. Manufacturers have to strike the right balance
between a reflex geometry that will increase speed and a
deflex geometry which will improve shootability. Bows
with better cam systems that produce higher efficiency
numbers reduce the need for radical reflex geometries.
BowTech introduced a unique cable containment
system for 2010 that the company calls the FLX Guard.
The FLX Guard uses a piece of material that attaches the
system to the riser and operates much like a bow limb,
flexing during the draw cycle and shot. It flexes toward
the centerline of the bow during the draw cycle and then
springs back into position and out of the way of the
arrow when the string is released. The end of the small
limb-like component is angled toward the centerline of

BowTech’s new FLX Guard reduces torque
and friction in the system.

the bow and is home to
a fixture containing
two rollers. The flex
and angle of the mini
limb coupled with the
two rollers reduces
friction and increases
efficiency.
The
Destroyer’s
one-piece grip is molded from a polymer
material and is secured
to the riser with two
small screws. BowTech
contours the grip and
gives it an overall
shape to achieve a neutral to low wrist position. The black grip has
two inlays, one on each
side that match the
camo pattern of the
riser. The heel of the
grip has the word
“Destroyer” embedded
along its length.
Each end of the
Destroyer’s
riser
branches out into a “V”
shape where it interfaces with the limb
pocket components. BowTech Destroyer 340
Both legs of the V are
notched/slotted to accept pieces of the pocket, which
will be explained in greater detail in the limbs/pocket
section of this report. The riser also features a shelf
guard, stainless steel stabilizer-mounting insert, a protective InVelvet Coating and the choice of the following
camo patterns: Realtree Hardwoods HD (standard),
Black Ops, APG HD, Mossy Oak Infinity, Optifade Open
Country, Optifade Forest and Next FLX. The InVelvet
armor coating demonstrates great strength and resistance to chemicals such as DEET. It also is advertised to
provide insulating and sound dampening qualities.

·

Talking Points – Riser
The unique function of the FLX Guard is sure to catch
the customer’s eye. It gets the job done with
less torque and friction, which equates to
more speed and better accuracy.
InVelvet is somewhat soft to the touch and
will be warmer than typical finishes. It also
protects the camo finish from light scratches,
some chemicals and basic wear and tear.

·
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Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine
Modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
American Whitetail Large Bag Target

·
·

Oehler M35 Chronograph with indoor lighting system
Easton Professional Chronograph with an infrared lighting system
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated steel rule – 36”
Easton Archery Arrows
Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release

Bowtech’s molded polymer grip is smooth and well
formed. It allows the shooter’s hand to repeatedly
seat in the same position. This equals increased consistency and accuracy.
There are many finish options that should please just
about any archer.

the table in terms of shock, vibration and noise reduction. Rather than both limbs “jumping” forward when
the string is released, limbs that are parallel or past
parallel at full draw instead travel up (top limb) and
down (bottom limb) basically working in opposition to
one another. The result is that much of the leftover
shot energy is cancelled out. Vibration, shock and

Parallel Power
Another new and unique
Bowtech technology is found in
the layering of their HardCore
limbs. The last four inches of
limb, on the cam side, include
seven individual layers. The outside layers are Biaxially Oriented
PET Impact Resistant Film while
the next layer in from the top is an
S-Glass Tension layer. Below that
is a 6061-T6 aluminum stiffener
layer, which provides strength
and rigidity to the limb tip. The
middle layer is a High Modulus
Carbon Core from which the
limbs get their “HardCore” name.
The term “high modulus” basically means that a material is
resistant to being deformed
(bent). BowTech advertises the
carbon core material to be two
times stiffer than fiberglass and
also lighter. Two E-Glass compression layers, one colored red,
finish out the package. The goal
for the layered design and use of
the carbon core is to involve the
entire limb in energy storage
where many limb configurations
do most of the work near the outside surfaces. Utilizing more of
the limb distributes the stress over
a greater area and increases the
durability and life span of the
limb. The 13 inch limbs are
machined and paired into sets
based on deflection values for
consistent power.
Destroyer limbs reach a past
parallel position at full draw.
Parallel or past parallel limbs
bring excellent performance to
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Bow Specifications
Manufacturer:
Model:
Website:

Bowtech
Destroyer 340
www.bowtecharchery.com

Draw Weights
Draw Lengths
Axle-to-axle length
Brace Height
Mass Weight
Let-off
Advertised IBO
Eccentrics
Strings/Cables

50, 60, and 70 lb peak
26-31" in .5" inc - single mod
32.375"
7"
3.9 lbs
80 percent effective
332 - 340 fps
OverDrive Binary
BCY 452X

Finish
Grip
Riser
Limb Pockets
Limbs
Cable Guard
Warranty
MSRP

Realtree Hardwoods HD
One-piece Polymer
Reflex, fully machined
Locking, machined alum
7-Layer Laminated
FLX Guard - Rollers
Limited Lifetime
$899 to $949

Test Parameters
N Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
N Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25” -0.00”)
N Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
N All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with
mechanical release
N A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above.
The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec
N A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.
Test Method
x Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.
x Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
x Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
x Set nock point
x Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton
Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
x Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a
combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine,
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point
x Mark cams at full draw
x Paper tune by hand
x Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam
marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.
x Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.
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Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 88.81 foot-pounds
This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction
is accounted for.
Stored Energy: 105.64 foot-pounds
When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that
the limbs can hold is the stored energy
Efficiency Rating: 84.1 percent
This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets,
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.
SE/PF Ratio: 1.51

Contrasting side panels set off the molded polymer grip.

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are
you getting for the power you supply?

noise are all reduced.
A lightweight aluminum pocket harnesses
Destroyer limbs both vertically and horizontally. This
pocket is CNC machined and has tabs on either end
that fit into slots on the riser. Two screws and a separate slot on the sides, near the limb bolt, are used to
lock down the limb bolt once the draw weight adjustment is made. Pocket inserts are made of German
engineered bearing material that is known for its
strength, wear and friction characteristics. Destroyer
pockets pivot as the weight is adjusted rather than
remain stationary while the limbs move independently. This system (pivoting pocket) is generally considered to be more precise and consistent than a pivoting
limb system.

·
·

·

Talking Points – Limbs, Pockets
Parallel limbs are almost a foregone conclusion these days and
for good reason, as they produce
less shock, vibration and noise.
We all aim for a consistent and
accurate shot; every component
of our bow should help us in that
task including limb pockets.
Pivoting pockets give us the best
performance from start to finish.
The new technology in the
BowTech limbs should bring
confidence to the bowhunter.
Each layer has a purpose and the
aluminum layer adds significant
strength.

The Destroyer 340 mounted in one of our test rigs, a Hooter
Shooter from Spot Hogg. At left is the digital force gauge.
Velocity Test Results
350 Grain Arrow

425 Grain Arrow

540 Grain Arrow

Shot # 1

338

308.6

275.6

Shot # 2

338

308.6

275.2

Shot # 3

338.3

308.3

275.1

Shot # 4

338.1

307.9

275

Shot # 5

338.7

308.1

275.5

5 Shot Total

1691.1

1541.5

1376.4

Average
Velocity

338.22

308.3

275.28

`

Testing
A single brass nock and
QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow, nothing more.
With the exception of these two
items every bow is tested, as it would
be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components preinstalled it is tested with them
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installed. While the “official” velocity chase choice based on several fac- then focus on the bow’s notable subrating for our calculations will be tors including the cost, speed, shot jective points when interacting with
taken with an arrow as defined noise, shock/vibration level, grip your customer. The term “subjective”
can basically be translated into “opinbelow, we will also use two other test and the draw cycle.
In
our
testing
for
ArrowTrade
ion”. Here is my opinion of this bow’s
arrows as reference points. This will
Magazine
we
try
to
give
you
a
feel
for
performance in the following subjecbe done to bring a bracketed picture
how
a
bow
performs
in
the
“subjective categories:
of the bow’s speed performance to
tive”
areas
mentioned
above.
You
can
the reader. Test arrows include a
lightweight 350 grain arrow, a
mid-weight 425 grain arrow
Subjective Test Results
and a relatively heavy 540 grain
Shot Noise:
arrow. Before recording speeds
with these arrows the bow was
Considering the speed output this is an extremely quiet bow. I shot it next to a few
first paper tuned with each one.
others and it was as good or better than bows 20 fps slower.
Most every bowhunter and
competitive archer will be able
Grip Comfort and Function:
to extrapolate their approximate arrow speed in relation to
The grip is smooth and functional. I would personally prefer a wood grip or wood
similar setup parameters and
side plates but this grip gets the job done.
results presented from the
three test arrows.
Draw Cycle "Feel":
The speed result from the
As you can see from the attached draw curve the Bowtech 340 has somewhat of a
350 grain arrow is entered into
squared-off look. The rounded corners where the draw transitions to and from
the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis
peak and the slow decline of the plateau smooths out the experience.
Program, which then automatically calculates Kinetic Energy,
Shock and Vibration Levels:
Stored Energy, and Efficiency.
There is very little shock and only a weak, short lived vibration that can be detected
Potential customers will
at the shot.
generally make their bow purTestID: 10 Btech 340
Tested By:
JS
Min Load:
18.6 lbs
Min Pos:
30.25"
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30.25"
7.25"
70 lbs.
15"

9

0.00

10
11

15.40
31.20

12

45.60

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

58.50
68.20
70.00
69.80
70.00
69.80
69.60
69.60
69.40
69.20
68.80
68.60
68.60
68.40
66.60
61.60
48.80

30

24.00

30.25

18.60

338
1.77 ft
88.81 ft-lbs
105.64 ft-lbs
84.10%

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:
Brace Height:
Peak Draw Weight:
Full Draw Condition:

Load R1

Load (lbs)

Distance

Draw Length:
Brace Height:
Max Load:
Max Pos:

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

`

0.0
0
0

5.0
50

10.0
10 0

15.0
15 0

20.0
20 0

Distance (in)

25.0
25
0

30.0
30 0

35.0
35
0
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By Jon E. Silks

E

lite Archery needs to make a change. They have a
statement on the back of their technical manual
that would make a great cover page! The statement is their Hunt Guarantee, which goes something like
this (minus some of the details):
It happens. You are on the hunt of a lifetime and you
accidentally touch your broadhead to your string. You are
taking your one-week of vacation to hunt with your
friends and your buddy dry-fires your bow. If there isn’t a
bow shop within driving distance, your hunt is over – but
not if you’re shooting an Elite bow. No matter where you
are or what happened to your bow, Elite will send a bow
to you at no charge the very next day so that you can finish your hunt. This bow is on loan from Elite Archery and
not intended to replace your damaged bow. The loaner
bow will arrive with the customers requested draw weight
and length, with a rest, sight and peep installed. The bow
will be tuned and ready to shoot. It will only need to be
sighted in with the customer’s arrows.
More than the actual service is the mindset that this
guarantee reveals. They are ready to jump in and get you
through your hunt. They understand what is important
to the folks buying their bows, they stand behind their
products and they are on your team. That is a fantastic
stance!
One of the big guns in Elite’s 2010 arsenal is the
GT500. This bow is packing a two-track binary cam system, draw length modules, parallel three layer laminated
Gordon Composite limbs, Limbsaver Limb Dampers, ESuppressor string suppressor, a two piece laminated
wood grip and a handful of finish options.

Elite’s two track Rev Cam.

KISS Cam
One of the more
difficult
tasks
to
accomplish in good
engineering is to maintain a level of simplicity
while
making
advancements in performance. The KISS
principle, A.K.A., Keep
it Simple and Stupid
(Usually stated “Keep it
Simple, Stupid!”), is
alive and well in the
Elite Revolution Cam
design. Elite’s Rev Cam
demonstrates excellent
performance characteristics with little in
the way of extra ” components, formations,
posts, grooves, etc.
Generally KISS engineering requires a
great deal of effort,
hence the Elite advertisement that the
Revolution cam was
the result of more than
1,000 hours of develop- Elite Archery GT500
ment. The Rev cam is a in the Ninja finish.
two-track binary system that uses one track for the string and another for
both cables. Having the cables share a track keeps them
on the same plane, reduces the overall width of the cam
system, and allows Elite to position the cable load near
the center of the axle. The middle of the axle is centered
between the split legs of the limb where it opens up to
accept the cam. This places the majority of the load near
the center and balances the force. Why is this important?
When the bow is drawn there is little opportunity for
limb twist. Limb twist is the core issue behind cam lean.
Cam lean is an issue because it introduces torque and
efficiency robbing friction into the system. What that
means to you and me is a smoother, faster and more
consistent shot. Both cams also have an adjustable draw
stop that permits the archer to fine-tune the valley at the
end of the draw cycle. Modules, which require a bow
press to change, offer draw length adjustments from 27
to 31 inches in 1/2 inch increments. Optional Cuda
Cams cover draw lengths from 25 to 26.5 inches and also
include 1/2 inch sizes. A modular system is dealerfriendly as it allows a shop to carry fewer bows and cams
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Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine
Elite Archery Bow Drawing Machine
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
American Whitetail Large Bag Target

Oehler M35 Chronograph with indoor lighting system
Easton Professional Chronograph with an infrared lighting system
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated steel rule – 36”
Easton Archery Arrows
Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release

Talking Points – Cam System
and still cover the wide range of customers that may
(Notable bow features/characteristics to bring up
come through the door. Both cams ride on sealed ball
during
the selling process)
bearings and stainless steel axles for less friction and
increased efficiency. System let-off is advertised at 80
percent.
Elite’s Rev Cam produces a comfortable draw cycle
Elite includes a diagram of the proper rotational
and excellent speeds – a combination sure to please
position of the cam in their technical manual. This diamost folks.
gram shows the proper positional relationship of a small .160 inch hole as it
Bow Specifications
relates to the surface of the limb. If your
Elite Archery
Manufacturer:
bow is within the noted axle-to-axle
Model:
GT500
and brace height specs and the .160
Website:
www.elitearchery.com
inch hole is lined up as pictured in the
Draw Weights
60, 70, 80 and 90 lb peak
Finish
Realtree AP + Others
manual you have assurance that your
27-31" in .5" inc - modular
Two-piece wood
Draw Lengths
Grip
rig is set up for optimal performance.
34.875"
Reflex, CNC machined
Axle-to-axle length
Riser
Brace Height
7.125"
Limb Pockets
Locking, pivoting
Elite makes it clear that they are not
Mass Weight
4.1 lbs
Limbs
3-Layer Laminated
in the speed game. Their goal is to creLet-off
80 percent
Cable Guard
Straight rod, Teflon slide
ate a bow with excellent shooting charLimited Lifetime
Advertised IBO
332 - 336 fps
Warranty
Eccentrics
MSRP
$869.99
Revolution Binary
acteristics and if they happen to generStrings/Cables
BCY 452X
ate great speed as well – great! The
GT500 has IBO speeds that are sure to
get the job done, however, it is all the
Test Parameters
other qualities such as a smooth draw,
N Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
low shock and vibration levels, good
N Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25” -0.00”)
balance and a super comfortable grip
N Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
that make this bow what it is.
rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)

·

N All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with
mechanical release
N A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above.
The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec
N A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.
Test Method
N Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.
N Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
N Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
N Set nock point
N Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton
Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
N Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a
combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine,
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point
N Mark cams at full draw
N Paper tune by hand
N Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam
marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.
N Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.
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Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 84.14 foot-pounds
This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction
is accounted for.
Stored Energy: 102.01 foot-pounds
When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that
the limbs can hold is the stored energy
Efficiency Rating: 82.5 percent
This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets,
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.
SE/PF Ratio: 1.46

The slim, angled grip reinforces good shooting form.

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are
you getting for the power you supply?

·
·
·

Modules allow you to get a bow ready for your customer on the spot, so there is no waiting for a cam or
bow to arrive in the next shipment.
A simple design is generally one that has few problems and archers want a hassle free shooting experience.
The rotation reference in the manual is a useful tool
that I would like to see every manufacturer emulate.

Getting a Grip on Comfort
Elite’s grip is one of my favorites on any bow. They
have a unique ability to combine curvature, size, angle,
and materials in a way that gently and consistently cradles your hand. The “consistent” comment is a reference
to the functionality of the grip. The two laminated wood
side plates have a smooth surface that makes it possible
for the shooter’s hand to easily slide into position each
time the bow is gripped. A smooth surface also prevents
the grip from “grabbing” back and introducing torque.
Each side plate is seated into a shallow cut away in the
riser’s handle area. The material in front of and behind
the grip is contoured for comfort. No sharp edges or
pressure points. Elite dishes out a small area under the
shelf intended to eliminate any pressure on the shooter’s
thumb. In my opinion it is the grip’s sweeping and
increasing angle from the bottom to top that make it as
comfortable as it is. The degree of angle is critical.

Elite forges the basic shape of the GT500’s riser using
6061-T6 aluminum. The next step is to CNC machine the
riser into its final form, which has a reflex geometry. A
reflex configuration is one that positions the limb pocket pivot points in front of (further away from the shooter) the deepest part of the grip. This is done to increase
what is known as the power stroke. Power stroke is the
actual distance that the archer moves the string from its
resting position to full draw. Thinking in extremes will
help to understand how this happens – if the bow had an
extremely deflexed riser the limb pockets would be positioned far behind (closer to the shooter) the grip. This
would place the cams and string much closer to the
shooter as well, which means that the string would need
to move only a short distance to get to full draw, representing a very
short
power
stroke. As you’d
expect, just the
opposite is true
of
a
reflex
geometry riser.
The string is
much closer to
the grip and the
archer has to
move the string
significantly
further to get it
back to full

Velocity Test Results
350 Grain Arrow

425 Grain Arrow

540 Grain Arrow

Shot # 1

328.6

301.4

269.2

Shot # 2

328.4

301.8

269

Shot # 3

328.8

301.6

269.6

Shot # 4

328.2

301.9

269.5

Shot # 5

328.9

301.1

269

5 Shot Total

1642.9

1507.8

1346.3

Average
Velocity

328.58

301.56

269.26

`
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draw. All else being equal, the longer the power stroke,
the faster the bow. When a manufacturer chooses
between deflex and reflex they have to consider trade
offs in terms of stability versus speed.
The GT500 riser is also home to other features such
as a metal stabilizer insert, E-Suppressor string silencer,
straight rod cable guard with molded Teflon cable slide,
bow name engraving under the grip and an Elite medallion insert in the sight window. Elite offers several finishes including all Realtree AP, all matte black Ninja Edition,
Realtree AP limbs with matte black riser Archery Talk
Edition, all Realtree Max-1 and all Anthracite Metallic.
Riser finishing processes include Kolorfusion and
Powder Coat.

·
·
·
·
·

Talking Points – Riser
The grip serves as the main interface between the
shooter and the bow. Elite’s GT500 grip successfully
combines comfort and functionality.
There are many finish options that should please just
about any archer.
I have come to appreciate metal stabilizer inserts –
every bow should have one.
The E-Suppressor helps cut down on game-spooking
noise.
A reflex geometry is a big contributor to the GT500s
speed.

Pivoting Pockets, Parallel Performance
GT500 limb pockets are CNC machined out of 6061T6 aluminum and are finished in the same manner and
color as the riser. The pockets also pivot during the draw
weigh adjustment process, which means as the limb bolt
is turned the limb-to-limb pocket alignment is maintained at all times. A limb containment system that utilizes a pivoting pocket rather than a moving limb is generally considered to be more consistent and precise and
therefore superior. GT500 pockets feature a locking tab
to secure the adjustment once made.
Elite relies on Gordon Composite materials for their
limbs. Gordon has built a solid reputation in the bowmanufacturing arena based on the durability and reliability of their quality limb materials. The 13 inch limbs
consist of a three-layer laminate, laminates which are
CNC machined into their final form and are matched
based on deflection values. This produces consistency
within the limb sets and ensures
that each limb is providing an
equal amount of power as its
counterpart. Limbs are straight in
form (not recurve) and solid in
construction (not split/quad limb
sets). An important aspect of the
GT500 limbs is their parallel position at full draw. Limbs that reach
a parallel position at full draw distribute the force from release in
equal and opposite directions.
Basically this causes the leftover
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energy after propelling the arrow to be cancelled out as
the limbs act in opposition to one another. If you were to
place pictures of bows from the past ten years side by
side and in chronological order you would see the gradual “laying back” of the limb position increasing over
time. Bow manufacturers have found that this one
design feature has been a huge benefit in terms of lack of
shock, vibration and noise at the shot.
Limb sets are available from 60 to 90 pounds peak
draw weight in 10 pound increments.

·
·
·

Talking Points – Limbs and Pockets
A Gordon Composite based limb is a selling point.
Gordon has earned a reputation as one of the industry’s best.
Pivoting limb pockets maintain precise limb alignment through a consistent pocket-to-limb interface.
The result is a bow that will perform as consistently
and accurately as you will.
Parallel limbs are basically standard issue on most
bows these days. There is a reason for that – they produce rigs that have less shock, vibration and noise.

Testing:
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest
were attached to the bow; nothing more. With the exception of these two items every bow is tested, as it would be
shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it
has string silencers or other components pre-installed it
Pivoting limb
pockets are
another sign of
the quality you
get with the Elite
GT500. The
screws on the side
must be loosened
before making
limb bolt adjustments. Once tightened, they prevent any changes
in draw weight
from the limb bolt
backing out over
thousands of
shots.

The E Suppressor helps
quiet the bow and, unlike
string silencers, does it without reducing arrow speed.
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is tested with them installed. While generally make their bow purchase tive” areas mentioned above. You can
the ‘official’ velocity rating for our choice based on several factors then focus on the bow’s notable subcalculations will be taken with an including the cost, speed, shot noise, jective points when interacting with
arrow as defined below, we will also shock/vibration level, grip and the your customer. The term “subjective”
can basically be translated into “opinuse two other test arrows as refer- draw cycle.
In
our
testing
for
Arrow
Trade
ion”. Here is my opinion of this bow’s
ence points. This will be done to bring
Magazine
we
try
to
give
you
a
feel
for
performance in the following subjeca bracketed picture of the bow’s speed
how
a
bow
performs
in
the
“subjective categories:
performance to the reader. Test
arrows include a lightweight
350 grain arrow, a mid-weight
Subjective Test Results
425 grain arrow and a relatively
Shot
Noise:
heavy 540 grain arrow. Before
recording speeds with these
Make sure everything is locked down (limb pocket locking tabs) and you will hear
arrows the bow was first paper
very little in return at release.
tuned with each one. Most
every bowhunter and archer
Grip Comfort and Function:
will be able to extrapolate their
approximate arrow speed in
One of the best in my opinion. A successful combination of angle, contour and
relation to similar bow setup
materials. Would like to see thumb knuckle cutout go further forward.
parameters and results presented from the three test arrows.
Draw Cycle "Feel":
The speed result from the
Somewhat aggressive as you might expect, however, the transitions to and from
350 grain arrow is entered into
peak are well rounded and smooth. The drop from peak to decline is especially
the Silks Outdoors Bow
rounded.
Analysis Program, which then
automatically
calculates
Shock and Vibration Levels:
Kinetic Energy, Stored Energy,
and Efficiency.
Potential customers will
A quick bump in the handle is followed by a short vibration cycle. Both are minimal.
TestID: 10 Elite GT500
Tested By:
JS
Min Load:
17.8 lbs
Min Pos:
30.25"

30.25"
7.3"
70 lbs.
19"

0.00

10
11

10.00
22.20

12

35.80

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

50.00
62.00
67.80
69.20
68.20
68.40
70.00
69.00
68.60
68.40
68.80
68.20
67.20
66.20
65.00
60.60
50.20

30

30.80

30.25

17.80

329
1.77 ft
84.14 ft-lbs
102.01 ft-lbs
82.50%

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:
Brace Height:
Peak Draw Weight:
Full Draw Condition:

Load R1

9.05

Load (lbs)

Distance

Draw Length:
Brace Height:
Max Load:
Max Pos:

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.0
0
0

5.0
5
0

10.0
10
0

15.0
15
0

20.0
20
0

25.0
25
0

30.0
30
0

35.0
35
0

Distance (in)
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